Meeting:

Subcommittee B Meeting Notes

Date/Time:

Thursday March 9, 2017; 2:30-4:00 PM

Location:
Conference Call:

Conference Call

Meeting Frequency:
 Ad hoc.

Committee Charge: Charged with reviewing Issue Submissions as submitted to the committee. We are currently
reviewing the follow issues:




Review AB 1461- request for input
Issue discussed: 2016-001 Defining Caterer in Cal Code

Meeting Notes:

AB 1461
The group discussed AB 1461 Food Delivery Enterprise. Consensus: If the food delivery employee was
involved with handling open food, a CFH card would be warranted, however, if the delivery employee simply
transports a packaged food product from point A to point B, then a CFH card is not be warranted. Area of
Confusion in the bill: Since the “food delivery enterprise,” as described in the bill, is not a food facility, then it
seems that the employees of the food delivery enterprise should not be involved in the food preparation, just
provide transportation.
Issue 2016-001 Defining Caterer in Cal Code
It seems that all agree that the Catering business should should operate out of permanent, permitted facilities.
The sticking point is how Cal Code will address the off-premises operation – this is the bulk of what is written in
this issue submission.
The “pop-up” restaurant concept will be left out of the discussion, as this is a separate issue.
The topic of “direct sales” is an area that complicates this issue, and it was thought that this should be a
separate issue submission. San Diego may submit an issue on this for future review by CRFSC.
We will look again at including a Private Event & Public Event definitions.
The plan add “Direct Sales Caterer” into the Community Event definition to provide requirements for the off
premises function, utilizing existing language was removed.
The idea of scheduling a Sub B in-person meeting is problematic due to travel concerns. We can consider this
for a small sub group in the future.

Current definition remains:
113740. (a) “CATERING OPERATION” means any person or business who operates from a permitted
PERMANENT FOOD FACILITY and who supplies food and related services including, but not limited to,
serving and/or cooking at an OFF-PREMISES CATERED FUNCTION, where the food is prepared and
delivered per a consumer pre-order, unless otherwise approved by the local enforcement agency.

Next meeting: 2 weeks

